STATISTICS THAT SHOULD BE
OF CONCERN TO EVERYONE
In recent years there has been a significant
withdrawal in the influence that a father has on
children in families of divorce. Statistics show
that most custodial parents are mothers. On an
average the custodial mother spends 80% of the
time with the children compared to only 20%
with the father. Analysis of these trends in
paternal involvement in the lives of the children
result in other alarming statistics that should be
of concern to everyone.

From Fatherless homes come:

 85 % of all children that exhibit
behaviour disorders

 80 % of all rapists motivated with
displaced anger

 71 % of all high school dropouts
 85% of all youths sitting in prisons
The most frequent reason for fathers fading
from their children’s lives is the interference of
the mother as well as the failure of the legal and
court system to recognize and to understand the
importance to children of being parented by
both parents.

Pleading guilty to a crime you did not
commit sets a poor example to your
children and sets you and your children
up for a future of fear and misery under
the control of your spouse.
Help send a message to the system that
men of honour are not going to stand by
and get kicked down by the system
without a fight. Show your children, your
family and your friends that fighting for
justice and fairness is important to you.
One peaceful way of correcting the
biased and corrupt domestic violence
courts is for victims of the system to
overburden the police and the courts
with so many cases that the system will
eventually have to end its draconian,
anti-male polices intended to repress
men and label them as abusers – for life!

For further information about the issues about
problems associated with CAS, contact the
local organizations indicated below

Getting
fathers kicked out of
their
children’s lives often starts with a phone call to
the police with false allegations of abuse from
the mother.
Once Dad is labelled as an abuser, even if
he was innocent, he may never be able to have
a normal healthy relationship with his children
ever again.
* sources of data available upon request

Don’t Plead

Guilty!
Helpful information to keep you
from getting sucked into the
domestic violence trap intended to
destroy you and put your spouse
clearly in command of the home,
the children and you
…….for the rest of your life!

www.CRPA.ca
www.FixCas.com
www.OntarioCFA.com
www.Ombudsman.on.ca
www.CanadaCourtWatch.com
www.QuinteAccountability.com

www.QuinteAccountability.com

Before you get led into the
trap - understand the
objectives of the domestic
violence courts!
Once you understand what it is the system is
trying to achieve then you will in a better
position to protect yourself. The goals of the
justice system in domestic violence situations
is not about achieving fairness and justice.
The strategy of the system is very simple:


To get the man to plead guilty as quickly
as possible.



To obtain as many guilty pleas from men
as possible which will help to distort
domestic violence figures and make men
look more violent than they really are.



To avoid a criminal trial. This ties up too
much time and creates a lot of work for
prosecutors. They want lots of convictions
without the work of a trial.



To put the woman effectively in control of
the household, the children and the man
for the rest of the man’s life.



To give the woman the upper hand in
family court should she decide to end the
relationship at some time in the future.

To achieve its objectives, the justice
system applies the carrot and the stick
approach. After you have been charged
by the police their strategy is
simple…….

Step one – they give you the big stick
Shortly after being charged, you will appear
before a judge and a court date set. A restraining
order is often placed against you where you are
ordered to stay away from your home, wife and
children. A court date will set that is often months
ahead.
The court gives you the stick because they want to
put you under a lot of pressure and inconvenience
which will help make you more agreeable to their
demands which will follow later. A court date a long
way down the road will again add even more
pressure as you think of not seeing your kids for
weeks and having to live out of a suitcase until the
court. They also know that if the man breaks the
restraining order, even at the request of his spouse
that there are grave consequences for the man.

Step Two – They offer you the carrot
At some point down the road, the authorities will
come to you or your solicitor and ask if you would
like to plead guilty to the charges. They will tell
you that if you plead guilty that this will allow
you to be able to go back home to your wife and
kids and that you will get a simple conditional
discharge with no criminal record. They will tell
you that if you don’t plead guilty that it will cost
you lots of money in legal fees and that you may
be barred from returning home until after the
court. In fact, the authorities will talk to you like a
friend saying they want to help you go home and
that this is the best way to do it.

If you know that you are truly innocent,
don’t jeopardize the future of you and
your children. When you are asked to
plead guilty tell them clearly…………..

NO WAY!
As a man, be prepared to fight for truth and
justice. Show your kids and your family that
you are not going to get shafted by the system
and take it lying down. Show them you are
going to stand up and FIGHT BACK!
Some of the consequences if you were to
plead guilty:


The next time that you and your spouse
get into an argument and she calls the
police you will get hauled away from your
home, no questions asked. You may even
be jailed for an extensive period of time.



At any time in the future should your
spouse decide to leave the relationship
she will be able to claim that you are
abusive. Your guilty plea will be all the
evidence she needs to give to the court to
have you kicked out, get custody of the
kids and possession of the home. This
will give her the upper hand in family
court.



You will literally live in fear of ever getting
your spouse angry again as she will be
able to use your guilty plea against you at
any time in the future. It’s like having a
free ticket to kick you out of your home
that she can redeem at any time.

